Recorded Future and LogPoint

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

LogPoint is a modern security information and event management (SIEM) solution that collects and analyzes event data from any device or application within your infrastructure. LogPoint automatically identifies and sends alerts about critical incidents in your system, helping companies respond quickly and precisely to security incidents.

JOINT INTEGRATION DESCRIPTION

The increasing number of security events can overburden analysts and lead to alert fatigue. With the LogPoint and Recorded Future joint solution, businesses can improve their security posture with a proactive defense that gives immediate insight into threat actors, tools, and techniques. Analysts gain real-time, cross-platform insight into potential threats, effectively eliminating false positives so they can focus on uncovering advanced threats.

CHALLENGES OVERCOME THROUGH INTEGRATION

By combining LogPoint’s modern SIEM solution with Recorded Future’s advanced TI reporting, we provide:

- An efficient way to detect and reveal any emerging threats, such as zero-day threats, APTs exploits within your infrastructure before they impact your business.

- Real-time insights on hundreds of thousands of IOCs to alert you about known attacks and proactively prompt action, such as blocking known bad IP addresses.

USE CASES

- LogPoint easily transforms data from Recorded Future into actionable intelligence, making it easier for SOC teams to protect your infrastructure.

- SOC teams can enrich log records using threat indicators such as IP, hash, URL, domain, or malware, providing a detailed overview of threat actors plus contextual information about why they are malicious.

- SOC teams can drill forward from a threat indicator to see all important artifacts associated with an IoC, making the incident management process more efficient.

BENEFITS:

- An efficient way to detect and reveal any emerging threats, such as zero-day threats, APTs exploits within your infrastructure before they impact your business.

- Real-time insights on hundreds of thousands of IOCs to alert you about known attacks and proactively prompt action, such as blocking known bad IP addresses.
About Recorded Future

Recorded Future arms security teams with the only complete threat intelligence solution powered by patented machine learning to lower risk. Our technology automatically collects and analyzes information from an unrivaled breadth of sources and provides invaluable context in real time and packaged for human analysis or integration with security technologies.
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About LogPoint

LogPoint is committed to creating the best SIEM in the world. We enable organizations to convert data into actionable intelligence: supporting cybersecurity, compliance, IT operations, and business analytics.